
Brother Label Cartridges
On Time Support carries the following cartridges in stock which are very competitively priced 
and available for quick delivery.  Call us at 281-296-6066 or check our web site for pricing.

Brother part# Description Image

TZ 221 3/8” black on white 

TZ 231 1/2” black on white 

TZ 241 3/4” black on white 

TZ 251 1” black on white

TZ 261 1.5” black on white

TZ 451 1” black on red

TZ 545 3/4” white on blue 

TZ 631 1/2” black on yellow 

TZ 641 3/4” black on yellow

TZ 651 1” black on yellow

TZ 661 1.5” black on yellow

TZ 741 3/4” black on green 

TZS231 1/2” industrial tape 

TZS241 3/4” industrial tape 

TZS251 1” industrial tape 

TZS261 1.5” industrial tape 

TZSE4 3/4” security tape 



Printers and Scanners
On Time Support has a variety of printers and scanners for your 
calibration barcoding and label requirements.

The Brother Network printer is a product from OTS that operates as 
a true network printer.  Supply an IP address and you are ready to 
go.  This product comes complete with a manual with step by step 
instructions.  The network printer is an excellent solution for sharing 
between workstations.

Part#: 3100-NETWORK

The Brother USB Printer is a good solution for customers that want 
to connect their printer to their computer via the USB port.

Part#: 3100

Need a quality Barcode Scanner?  We have a USB scanner that 
easily  connects  to  your  computer.   This  scanner  will  decode 
barcodes and is designed to work with computers that utilizes a US 
keyboard layout.

Part#: 4020

We also have a wireless scanner that has a long range and works 
great with products like Barcode Magician.
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